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PREFACE

List of the Studies Conducted by the Project

1.

Manpower Needs of Nepal: A Review and Synthesis of the Literature

2.

A Study on Curren~ Tution-Fee Waivers and Scholarships

This Executive Summary consists of the findings a
recommendations made by a team of specialists who were commissioned

in Tribhuvan

this project to undertake the study at the request of His Majesty's Governmc
and Tribhuvan University to help the university as well as the Government

University
3.
4.

A Study on Financing of Higher Education in Nepal
Decentralization of the Management of Higher Education in Nepal

5.

A Study on Regionalization

6.

A Study on Internal Efficiency in Tribhuvan University

7.

A Study on Instructional Process in Tribhuvan University

8.

An Inventory of Tribhuvan University Real Estate

9.

Facilities Rationalization

initiate institutional reforms and policy changes in tertiary education. This
one of the several policy-related studies sponsored by the project.

of Higher Education in Nepal

The Terms of Reference as well as the team of experts who conduci
the study are given at the end of this publication. The full text of the report
of course, voluminous and much longer than this summary. Those who:

in Tribhuvan University

interested in the complete report may find copies of the report with 1
Planning Division of Tribhuvan University, the Higher EducationProje

10. Space Survey in the Secondary Schools of Nepal
11. Teacher Availability Study
12. Feeder Schools Survey

Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur, the Resident Mission of the World Bank
Nepal at Kathmandu and the United Nations Development Programme Libn
at Pulchowk.

13. Civil Works for Higher Secondary Schools
14. Facilities Required for Secondary Schools Upgradation
15. The Transition

Plan

for the Implementation

of Higher

Secondary

Reform
16. Continuous

and

Comprehensive

Evaluation

for

Higher

Secondary

Education
17. Curriculum Framework for Higher Secondary Education
1R ST.r: Results (1982-1991) Data by Districts and Projections for the

10 December 1995

~

Kamal P. MalIa
National Project Coordinato

A STUDY ON REGIONALIZA TION OF HIGHER
EDUCATION IN NEPAL

Scopc of thc study
The study will assess the suitability of different leading campuses il
development region to function as a prospective centre or lead campus in
region which can play the role of an educational resource centre and a fut
university in the making. It will study the past enrollment stmctures, trell
ratios for various study levels of higher education for the last two decades,
relate them with the SLC examines and graduates from the region. It will g

projections of student populations at various educational levels for the n
decade with a view to estimate resource requirements both financial as welJ

-

educational and determine an optimal plan for each of the four developm
regions.
Spccific objcctivcs
1.

Assess the potential of the Tribhuvan University's constituent campuses
each of the Deyelopment Regions to function as the leading centre
higher education in the regions to function as the leading centre of bigl
education in the region in tenns of their instmctional resources (libra

laboratory, equipment), physical facilities (buildings, space, furnitu
land), faculty (number of teachers in major specializations, th
professional background, level and recency of training), acaden

programmes (levels, shifts, and sections). student enrollment stmcture, a
the new PCL enrollment vis-a-vis SLC pass ratio of the region).

2.

the PCL students in the near filture from the lead campus, particularly
instmctional resources and physical facilities.

Study the Secondary School enrollments, SLC examines and SLC pass
student ratio of the past decade and make projections for the coming
decade of the likely numbers of SLC passes from the development region.

10. Assess the potential of the high schools in the region vis-a-vis the
3.

Study the enrollments of Tribhuvan University's constituent and affiliated

campus and/or the constituent andatfiliated

campuses, their stmcture and ratios, geographic origins and make
projections for the coming decade of the likely numbers at various levels of
tertiary education in the region.

absorb the PCL students in the near filture, particularly their instruct
resources and physical facilities.

4.. Estimate the teacher requirements on the basis of an acceptable studentteacher ratios existing as well for the coming decade.
5.

Estimate the initial capital investments needed for the educational space

II. Assess the hostel/facilities and/or accommodation of the non-local stue
in the proposed lead campus and the future needs for accommodatic
students form remote districts and girl students.

12. Assess the extent and degree of community support, existing as we
potential, for reforms in tertiary
mobilization for quality improvement.

and facilities requirements in terms of the existing classroom, laboratory,
and library space per student available in the development region.
6.

7.

particularly

reso

Extensive field work and interaction with the campus faculty, education

current prices per unit cost of student in university campuses in the region.

social workers, politicians and leading members of the community in near!:
the regional campuses of the kingdom will be required in this study.

Assess the prospects for private institutions of vocational and technical

Assess the needs of academic programme diversity and curricular tracks,
keeping closely in view the economic prospects of the region in the coming
decades and the stmcture of the labour market and future needs of
workforce in the region.

9.

education

Estimate the financial resource needs for the coming decade on the basis of

education in the region without any State support of any kind or with
initial State grants.
8.

campuses to contain

Methodology

First, following preliminary information were collected and a preliminary
of eleven potential campuses was prepared on the following basis. They are:
1.

II.

st~ldentnumber, number offacuIties and different levels covered,
physical accessibility (mainly road infrastmcture) to the region, and

Assess the potential of the Tribhuvan University constituent and affiliated
campuses in the region in terms of their potentiality to contain and absorb

iii. regional imbalances in the distribution of educational institutions of hig
learning in different Development Regions.

2
3

After extensive discussions, list of thirteen campuses is finalized for field visit.

administration, faculty staff, businessmen and local social leaders/,
informed persons.

A. Eastern Development Region
FINDINGS
I. Dhankuta Multiple Campus, Dhankuta.
ii. Mahendra Multiple Campus, Dharan.
iii. Mahendra Morang Adarsha Campus, Biratnagar.
B. Central Development Region

Regional Scenado of Higher Education
1. There is an increasing trend of student enrollments in almost all
Regions and in all the programmes. But their regional distributiOl
skewed in favour of CDR. EDR with 24 percent of total population (l
census) has 20 percent of total campuses and 20 percent of total stue
enrollment. CDR, on the other, has 33 percent of population, 43 percen

IV. Ram Swamp Ram Sagar Campus, Janakpur.
v. Thakur Ram Campus, Birgunj.
vi. Birendra Multiple Campus, Bharatpur.

campuses and 58 percent of student enrollment. WDR with 20 percen
total population has 24 percent of campuses and 16 percent of stue
enrollment.

C. Western Development Region
vii. Prithvi Narayan Campus, Pokhara.

Other two regions are found lagging behind. MWDR with 13 percenl

viii. Tribhuvan Multiple Campus, Tansen, Palpa.
ix. Butwal Multiple Campus, Butwal.
x.

population has 7 percent of campuses and 6 percent of student enroll me
FWDR with 9 percent of total population has 6 percent of campuses:

Bhairahawa Multiple Campus, Bhairahawa.

just 0.6 percent of student enrollment.
D. l'vlid-WesternDevelopment Region
xi. Mahendra Multiple Campus, Dang.

The regional imbalance is more visible in the ratio of population
campus~In EDR, a campus serves a population of 111,169 while in CJ

xii. Mahendra Multiple Campus, Nepalgunj.

one campus has to serve only 7],907 propel. Such figures for WI

MWDR and FWDR are 1:80,227, ]:172,172 and 1:139,942 respectiv(
National average figure comes to 1:92,920. From this perspective, CJ

E. Fat Western Development Region

and WDR are in more comfortable position.
xiii. Siddha Nath Campus, Mahendra Nagar.
2.
With the help of campus information, sheet, their information was collected.
Besides, at the time of field visit, group discussions were held with campus

Subjects under the humanities and social sciences are offered in all \

campuses spread over the entire nation. The degree programme une
these areas is not available in FWDR. Other Regions also do not offer

the levels. The hill of MWDR and the terai of FWDR have no diploma
programme as such. The only Region which has the degree programme in
both hill and terai is CDR. The EDR and MWDR have the degree
programme only in terai, The WDR has this programme in hill alone.
3.

regional level is mainly the consequence of growing student pressure and
initiative of few local educated elites. So, government policy towards tert
education did not have much influence upon the regional growth patten

Degree programme is only in the hill of CDR Even certificate and diploma
programmes in sciences are not available in all the sub-regions. The
certificate is found only in terai of EDR MWDR and FWDR The hills of

Nevertheless, in view of the potentiality of the Regions, so far, expresse(

The Institute of Law has no degree level programme, so far, in the country.
Even if PCL programme is spread over several regions, it is not found in
the terai of CDR, hill of MWDR and terai of FWDR Diploma level
programme is found limited to a few regions only.

).

this perspective, Eastern, Central and Western Development Regions hm
large number of educational institutions while Mid-Western and Far Wes'
Regions are found lagging behind. The growth of higher education at

Another faculty having its programme in all the Regions is the Institute of
Science and Technology. But this too is selective as per levels for some
regions. Even though the certificate level has been introduced in all the
Regions. diploma programme is not available in MWDR and FWDR

these Regional and the terai of WDR do not have science teachings.
L

From the discussion so far made, it is obvious that economically n
prosperous regions have a significant number of educational institutions. FI

higher education in the past.

terms of: (a) the pressure of the students (b) the socio-economic indicators
(c) the existence of the basic infrastmcture and manpower, the eastern terai,
central terai and hill, the western hill and the [erai of MWDR and FWDR
found to be more favorable regions.

Projection of Student Enrollments by levels, by Regions and by Facultie
Em'ollment Gl'Owth Rates by Faculty, Level and Region

FOM too faces the growing number of students for all levels and Reg~ons.
After the humanities and social sciences, its programmes are widespread in
the country.

-

Enrollment growth rates for the period 1983/84 1992/93 by faculty, by lev!
and by region show a certain pattern as follows (Table 1) :

I.

The IOE too experiences the growing number of student enrollment for all

*

levels in the entire regions where it has introduced its programmes.
In all the faculties and at all levels, the number of male students is far
higher than that for female.

*

Growth rates are higher for higher level for all the regions.
growth rates are higher in case of recently introduced programmes
possibly due to low initial base value.

Campus size on an average is small and hence enrollment capacity is
limited.

6

7

lack of adequate faculty staff, and (iii) difficulty in accessibility to su
centres for equipment, maintenance services, and chemicals.

Table 1 : Faculty and Level-wise Enrollment Growth Pattern of Student
Enrollment in Regions
(1983/84 1992/93)

-

So far as law faculty is concerned, it has lower growth rates in Eastern
i
EDR

Faculty!

CDR

WDR

MWDR

FWDR

Central Regions while higher growth rates in all the regions. These grc
rates for individual faculties are likely to be different in years to come 1
what they are now for the following reasons:

Lvd
CL

DL

DGL

CL

DL

DGL

CL

DL

GL

CL

DL

GL

CL

DL

GL

*
Humanitis

even higher.

and Social
Scil1cc:s

if supply constraints in some of the faculties such as science
removed, growth rates for this and other technical faculties coul,

11.0

13.0

24.0

9.0

9.0

15.0

19.0

23.0

22.0

20.0

24.0

- 7.0 11.0

-

*

after the political change in the country, private sector has bec
very much active and private sector is coming up as one II

Scic:nc

Mal1agmnt

Education

1.0 13.0

5.0

17.0

19.0

33.0

0.3

22.0

7.0

14.0 29.0

15.0

18.0

4.0 19.0

12.0

30.0

- 5.0 17.0 10.0 12.0 21.0

- (-)4.0

33.0

-

26.0

46.0

-

39.0

-

- 6.0

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

employment source. So faculties catering to the needs of pri
business and industrial houses such as management and teelll

-

subjects would experience a greater demand. Understandably, :
activities are concentrated in major market centres.

-

From this perspective, EDR and CDR, and to a certain extent WDR, i
shown diversified economic activities inviting diverse skills and knowle
The growth of trade and commerce and industry in EDR and CDR, and tou
in WDR and CDR and trekking businesses in mountain areas of EDR, (

L1W 3.0

3.0

- 1.0 16.0

- 19.0 27.0

-

12.0 12.0

- 6.0

-

-

and WDR have created a demand for managers, accountants, technicians

Since activities are.very limited in MWDR and FWDR, they do not provide

Table I clearly shows low growth rates for science faculty in all the regions. It
is specially so for certificate levels. This phenomenon can be explained by
supply constraints rather than lack of demand for science education. Such
constraints are (i) lack of initial investment and operating capital required, (ii)

opportunities to such manpower. Even so, if we are to develop educati
centres promoting residential programmes and if we are to assume the mot

of people for education and job, educational institutions and hence stu
enrollment can still be enhanced in these regions. But left to themselve:

natural growth, regional imbalance would be difficult to be brought down il
rnntl'xt nf thl'sl' twn rf'.p'innsof west Neo::JL

The higher rates of growth in student enrollment and more so in comparatively
backward regions tend to narrow the regional imbalances gradually but
painfully at a slower pace. So some- policy interventions in opening new
campuses with greater emphasis upon technical and science subjects have to be
introduced.

Table 2 : A Comparative Study of Regions at a Glance

EOR

COR

WOR

MWOR

1. Contribution to GOP, 1984/85(%)

25.3

41.9

15.1

11.1

In this context promotion of certain locations as educational centers would be

2. Industrial Establishment, 1990/91 (%)

19.0

48.1

20.5

6.5

one possible way out. In these educational centres, educational institution,>of

3. Road Length, 1994 (%)

23.4

38.2

18.9

10.8

16.3

18.6

-

different levels and different subjects need to be encouraged both at public and
private sectors so that "economies of scale" can be availed in these centres.
Economies of scale involve greater opportunities for the faculty staff, greater
interaction between professionals, grater ease in supplying the educational
materials, broader choices for the students etc.

4. Airpolts, 1994 (%)
5. Per Capita GOP, 19984/85 (Rs.)
6. Govenunent expenditure per capita

25.6

18.6

FW

2C

2503.0

3134.0

2096.0

2082.0

1831

122.0

300.0

159.0

133.0

166

1984/85 (Rs.)
7. Population (%),1991

24.05

33.44

20.39

13.04

18.82

9

8. Land area(%), 1985

19.34

19.97

28.97

13

According to this projection, student enrollment is likely to reach 492,000 in

9. Life expectancy at birth (in years)

53.2

52.2

50.0

45.5

47

the year 2002/03. CDR is still expected to have 40 percent of total enrollment.
FWDR is expected to have hardly 0.5 percent.

I O.1nfant mol1ality rate (per 1000)

99.3

105.4

113.0

135.21

29

I1.Economically

active population,

1991 (%)

Prospect fol' the Rcgionalisation of Teliiary Education

12.Govenunent employees, 1991/92

23.6

31.8

20.6

13.9

10

16682.0

48673.0

15948.0

12327.0

8125

226.0

304.0

248.0

191.0

134
7

(in Number)

-

All the Regions bring. out sizeable number of SLC pass students even the first

13.Health institutions (No), 1991/92

divisioners. In the year 1991, FWDR also brought out 65 first divisioners in

14.Literacy Status (% of Literate), 199

27.1

32.7

22.6

10.3

15.Literacy rate, 1991

44.03

38.21

43.75

31.65

31

16.Number of Campuses (1991)

38.0

75.0

40.0

12.0

12

17.Bank deposit per capita,1990

148.57

576.55

219.71

95.0

96.

SLC. In MWDR, 130 students were passed in first division. The comparative
picture of different Development Regions regarding different development
indicators and educational parameters is presented in Table 2.

18.Secondary School Student

Obviously, SLC pass students are the main inputs for c~mpuses covering

Enrollment, 1991 (%)

different disciplines including humanities and social sciences, management,

19.Regular SLC Pass (No),199 I

law, education, and general science. Greater the number of students in any
region passing SLC, higher the scope for extending tertiary education there.

20.First Oivisioners in SLC (%), 1991
21.SLC Pass Total (No), 1991
22.Growth rate ofSLC Pass (1982-1991)

29.0

32.7

24.8

8.6

4.

4893.0

10343.0

5791.0

1323.0

827.

14.7

66.8

14.6

2.6

1.

14401.0

9130.0

12067.0

4152.0

2246.

14.2

11.7

24.1

19.

21.76

con

10

11

THbie 3: Region-wise Projection of SLC pHssers and Certificate Level
Student Enrollment 2001

-

EDR

CDR

WDR

MWDR

FWDR

Re!!ion

23.Stlldent enrollment
9235.0

7542.0

2256.0

188.0

23961.0

Cel1ificate

6939.0

13704.0

5443.0

1640.0

153.0

Diploma

1869.0

6076.0

1759.0

497.0

35.0

427.0

4181.0

340.0

119.0

4930.0

16420.0

3410.0

2624.0

Cel1ificate

3468.0

7723.0

2063.0

1241.0

Diploma

1092.0

5204.0

977.0

383.0

370.0

3493.0

370.0

(a)FOHS (1992/93):

Degree
(b)FOM (1992/93)

Passel"s (200 I)
(l)

209,297

43,934

EDR

75,076
76,977

41,658

33,418
7,953
74,038
11,975
16,550

1226.0

168.0

318.0

5266.0

948.0

168.0

275.0

Diploma

313.0

2260.0

224.0

-

43.0

FWDR

Degree

116.0

1511.0

54.0

-

2528.0

3999.0

2120.0

(d)FOE (1992/93)

523.0

(2)

353,231

1094.0

Cel1iticate

1-2

Nepal

9037.0

(c)10ST (1992/93)

-

Projected Student
Celiificate Level
(2001\02)

CDR
WDR
MWDR

Degree

Projected SLC

130,132

69,024
56,094

52,548
18,498

40,573
1,948

557.0

Cel1ificate

1374.0

1073.0

1297.0

345.0

These imbalances at the regional level show the differences in the growth rat

Diploma

1154.0

2400.0

823.0

212.0

in the SLC pass students and certificate level student enrollment in constitue
and affiliate campuses. These figures indicate the regions where the campus

Degree
(e)FOL (1992/93)
Certificate
Diploma

-

526.0

-

-

1339.0

3805.0

1496.0

768.0

53.0

1089.0

1665.0

1120.0

652.0

53.0

2140.0

376.0

116.0

250.0

need to be opened.
EstimHte of Te~.chel' Requh'ement

Degree

The current survey found a remarkable variation of teacher-student ratio acro
Source:Computed from various tables in Appendix from the report.

campuses and their programmes. The average ratio, however, is found to 30
students per teacher. Based on the average ratio, the study team has calculate
the teacher requirement for Education (FOE), Law (FOL), Manageme
(FOM), and Humanities and Social Sciences (FOHSS) at one teacher: thir
stmlf'.nts

For

thp'

Tn~titlltp

of

."ripnrp

<Inri Tpi"hn"l"m,

{T()~T\

n,h;~h

~.n~

significant

number of practical classes, the ratio adopted for projection

of

teacher requirement is one teacher: twenty five students.

million and operating expenditure at Rs. 532.4 million. By 2002-03, (
share in total investment is expected to be gradually lowered to 46.1 pe
while investment is expected to be diverted to WDR, EDR and M'

Estimate of Investment for Higher Education at Regional Level

FWDR's share in total investment is expected to remain below one percent

The study team has estimated the investment on education for FOE, FOL,

Regionalisation of Higher Education

FOM, FOHSS and lOST for all development regions. The estimates have been
divided into capital investments and operating expenditures. The capital
investments have been calculated on the following basis:
Class room and library space per student.
construction cost @ Rs. 400 per sq.ft.

Perspectives of a Lead Campus

4 square feet multiplied by

Laboratory space per student: 3 square feet multiplied by construction cost
2 Rs. 450 per sq. ft.

)

A lead campus refers to a constituent campus of a University, in this
Tribhuvan University with which the university wants to share its burden
undertaken at the central level. So a lead campus has to be visualiz

relation to overall management rather than with respect to aca<
performance alone.
Identification of a Lead Caml>Us

Laboratory equipment cost per student: Rs. 5000.
Following are suggested as the responsibilities of a lead campus
The operating expenditures per student for FOE, FOL, FOM and FOHSS is
arrived at by averaging the cost per student in these faculties. The average cost

* Policy and Planning, involving,

per student in these programmes is Rs. 2080. The operating cost per st~ldentin
/
lOST is taken at Rs. 5123. The data on operating expenditure is obtaiiled from

faculty development

the Assessment of Tertiary Education Project, on the assumption that the overwhelming share of that annual expenditure figure goes for meeting ~nnual
operation cost.
It is found that the total initial investment in 1993-94 is estimated to be arOlind
Rs. 593.5 million, out of which Rs 289.3 million is estimated for capital
investment and Rs. 304.2 million as operating expenditures. CDR is expected
to account for around 59 percent of the estimated investments both in tenus of

policy formulation in relation to future academic programme~
their expansion

expansion, improvement in maintenance of physical facilities
equipment
improvement in library and laboratory facilities
policy on resource sharing particularly with satellite campuses
* Academic and Administrative, involving

capital investments and operating expenditures. In 1997-98 the total investiuent
is estimated to be around Rs 1006.1 million, the capital costs at Rs. 473.7

Conducting of examinations

establishment of Management Information
networking development

B.

System (MIS) and

promotion of research activities
improvement in teaching-learning processes

1.

develop external linkages
curriculum development

Physical Facilities
Existing:
- Availability of physical facilities such as building space
classrooms, laboratories, library,
hostels etc.;

Criteda for a Lead Campus:

- proximity to the supply centres;

Following criteria are identified for defining a lead campus.

ii. Growth Potentiality :

P.'im,wy Factors

- Availabili ty of land and space for further expansion;

A.

- Growth of student
- Status of financial

1.

Locational Advantages

c.

Accessibility :

enrollment at different levels and Faculties;
resources of the campuses;

Faculty Staff

-Availability of qualified and experienced faculty staff;

- Availabilityof transport and communicationservices within and
outside the region~

- Accessibility
ll.

to supply centres for educational materials;

Secondary Factol's

D.

Support Services:

- Availability of health and educational services;

- Availability of housing facilities;
- Availability of marketing facilities for daily necessities;
- Availability of adequate and safe water supply;
-Availability of adequate electricity supply;

People's P.uiicipation
The extent of participation of the community, local government
students in the development of the campus;

~

Participation of the community in the management of the campus;

F.

Student Enl'Oliment

Number of Students enrolled at different levels and faculties f
different parts of the region and from outside the region

16

17

- minin

number being the one at which a campus could run in a cost
effective manner.

viii. From the management convenience point of view in the conte~
resource-sharing, preference can be given to constituent can

followed by affiliated private campus and then by higher secoll
school, if they fulfill the above criteria.

-

These criteria for identifYinga lead campus have been treated in two ways (a)
in the national perspective of developing certain centres as educational centres,
and in this context, locational advantages have been given prime importance,
and (b) existing capability of the institutions/campuses and hence locational

Of these, first two criteria would playa dominant role. First, same facu

advantages and physical facilities being given equal importance.

need to be identified and then only such campus can be selected as sate
campus which is nearer to lead campus. Since the choice is very limited, 0

Criteria for Satellite Campus

criteria have negligible influence upon selecting the satellite campuse~
existing programmes are not to be considered, a lot of structural changes w(

While selecting satellite campuses, the, the following criteria need to be given
due consideration.

be made in the academic programmes run by prospective satellite campll
Such changes would be complicated and hence suggested to be made only ~
satellite campuses are identified and cluster is formed.

1.

Same faculties covered as in the lead campus, preferably multiple

Prospective Lead Campuses

campus or higher secondary school

The campuses covered in the Eastern Development Reg~on are a. Dharu
11. Minimum of travel distance, about 2 hours' driving distance to a

Multiple Campus, Dhankuta, b. Mahendra Multiple Campus, Dharan, ani
Mahendra Morang Multiple Campus, Biratnagar. From the perspective of
comprehensiveness of programmes offered, future growth potentiality, avail;
physical facilities as well as human resources and local environmellt, Mahen
Morang Multiple Campus of Biratnagar topped the list. Therefore, it can

maximum of 1.5 day of travel time: the nearer the better
111. Available physical facilities

IV. Size of the faculty staff and their qualifications
v.

Enrollment size, the higher the better on the assumption that such
campuses can absorb certificate level students in a large number

VI. Financial status

considered for the l~ad campus in this Region. But, if a national polic.'!is te

'"

-'\

vii. Local community participation

visualized to develop certain locations having locational advantages
educational centres, Dhankuta Multiple Campus can also be considered for
lead campus.

In the Central Development Region, the field visit covered a. RR Multi

Campus, Janakpur, b. Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, and c. Biren
Multiple Campus, Bharatpur. The available information revealed that

Multiple Campus, Janakpur has to be considered for lead campus in 1
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affiliated campuses need to be established in order to operationalizl
regional educational cluster concept.

Region. Other campus with a prospect for expansion is Birendra Multiple
Campus of Bharatpur.

Organizational Linkage StI'Ucture

In the Western Development Region, four campuses were visited. They are i.
Prithvi Narayan Multiple Campus, Pokhara, ii. Tribhuvan Multiple Campus,
Tansen, Palpa, iii. Butwal Multiple Campus, Butwal, and iv. Bhairahawa

The organizational linkages between the University, lead campuses and
satellites need to be visualized in terms of the following activities:

Multiple Campus, Bhairahawa. In this Region, Prithvi Narayan Campus of
Pokhara was found having all the potentialities that fulfilled the criteria set by
this study. Second after this, Butwal Multiple Campus can be considered for the

1. Resource Planning

lead campus. In fact, Tribhuvan Multiple Campus of Palpa and Butwal
Multiple Campus of Butwal compete closely so far as their existing status is
concerned. But, in terms of locational advantages and future potentiality,

II.

Resource Mobilization and Utilization

Butwal shows a better prospect.

III.

Education Management Information System
Reporting
Monitoring and Control

In the Mid-Western Development Region, two campuses were visited. They are
Mahendra Multiple Campus, Dang and Milhendra Multiple Campus,
NepalgUl~j.Of these two, Mahendra Multiple Campus of Dang deserves to be

Iv.

considered for lead campus in this Region.

Service Delivery and Resource Sharing
Library
Examination
Research, Publication and Training
Laboratory Services

In the Far Western Development Region, Siddhanath Campus is the only
campus visited. As the only viable and constituent campus in this Region, this
campus needs to be considered for lead campus. This campus shared the

Manpower Exchange and Sharing

common compound with Siddhanath Private Campus and people involved with
Organization Stmcture of the Lead Campus

this private campus have shown their willingness to cooperate in merging the
private campus with TU constituent campus of Siddhanath Campus if the
concept of lead campus is implemented in this Region.
Ol'ganizational Linkages between the University, Lead CamlJUses, Satellite
Campuses and other Constituent and Affiliated Campuses
Organizational linkages between the University and lead campuses and
between the lead campuses and satellite campuses and other constituent and

20
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Following organization stmcture has been evolved.
Lead Campus Managing Committee

The lead campus managing committee will be at the apex of
organization designed to execute and support the regional cll
system. It will be responsible for the overall development of the

21

campus ana ror proVlGlllgsupport ror tile aevelOpmem 01 me regIOnal
cluster system. The managing committee will be a broad based

IV.

organization with its members drawn from different sectors of society.
The following membership structure~las been suggested:
Chairperson:
Members:

Cost Implications of Cluster Formation and Lead Campuses

Cost implications are done primarily focusing upon the need of disposing
students from the proposed lead campuses to the satellite campuses. II

to be nominated by the University from among the members.

Member Secretary:

Campus Chief/Principal of the Lead Campus.

context, cost is dealt with in the following ways:

President, District Development Committee.
President, District Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

A.

Town Mayor.
President, Lead Campus University Teachers' Association

student by the total student number of the year 1992/93. Annu;

per student comes to Rs. 650.00 for all faculties (except Sciem
which it is Rs. 700.00).

Campus Chiefs, Satellite Campuses
Campus Chiefs, Constituent Campuses
Head of Departments of Lead Campus

B.

students disposed from the proposed lead campuses. Such av
classroom and lab space in sq.ft. is multiplied by the student IlL
of. 1992/93 to arrive at. total space required. Then, such total

Senior Faculty Members of the Lead and Satellite Campuses
Major Individual Donors
The lead campus managing committee will have the following two subcommittees:

requirement in sq.ft. is multiplied by average cost of constructing
building in per sq.ft. terms (Rs 450/- per sq.ft.).

Other costs involved in upgrading the facilities and manpower strength, Ii

ResoUl'ce Mobilization and Management Sub-Committee
Academic Management Sub-committee

II.
III.

Planning and Monitoring Division
Examination Division
Research, Publication and Training Division
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Additional physic,al'facilities, mainly the classroom space an

space required to be developed in satellite campuses to absorb

Local Opinion Leaders, Politicians, Judges, Businessmen and
Social Workers

I.

Revenue loss to lead campuses as a result of disposing

programmes: This is arrived at by multiplying total annual fe

President, Lead Campus Employees' Association
President, Lead Campus Students' Union

The lead campus will have the following four divisions for the service delivery
function:

Regional Library

facilities and other hostel and quarter facilities are not calculated for la
proposed diploma 'level programmes in these lead campuses.

"

A.

Annual Revenue Loss to proposed lead campuses

The annual revenue loss of proposed lead campuses in disposing

programmes varies from about Rs. 0.2 million for Siddhanath Ca
to almost Rs. 2.8 million for Prithvi Narayan Campus. In ca
Science faculty, maximum revenue loss is observed for RR ca
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(Rs. 0.5 million). Minimum of Rs. 0.14 million is found for Butwal
Campus. Likewise, in case of Humanities, Minimum Rs. 0.33 million
is observed for Dhankuta campus while maximum is for Prithvi
Narayan campus (Rs. 1.54 million). Such loss is minimum for Law
faculty.
B.

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
A STUDY ON REGIONALISATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Additional Physical Facilities in Satellite Campuses.
Background
For developing additional classroom and lab spaces for the students
disposed from the proposed lead campus, it is found that Rs. 19.5

For several historical and political reasons there is a great deal of disp
among the five development regions of Nepal in terms of access to hi

million have to be spent in case of Dhankuta Multiple campus. If
Mahendra Morang campus is made the lead campus, such cost
involvement would be Rs. 54.3 million.

education, and State investments in institutions of higher learning
unevenly distributed over the terrain of the Kingdom of Nepal. Wherea:
Central Development Region contains 95 institutions of higher education

57% of total enrollment in tertiary level the Far Western Development Re
has only. 10 and 2% of enrollment. His Majesty's Government has rec

The cost of disposing PCL students is found to be heaviest for Prithvi Narayan

-

campus at Rs. 73.4 million. Understandably, large campuses covering several
faculties at certificate level would incur higher cost of disposing PCL students.

tabled a bill to establish a university in the Eastern Development Region,
more are in the pipeline. A perspective plan for affordable regional centr,
higher education is an urgent need in the sub-sector.

Such higher cost would be compensated by low level of investment required to
upgrade the campus facilities to diploma level in the proposed lead campuses.

SCOI)eof the Study

The study will assess the suitability of different leading campuses

development region to function as a prospective centre or lead campus ir
region which can play the role of an educational resource center and a ft

university in the making. It will study the past enrollment structures, tr(
ratios for various levels of higher education for the last two decades and r
..

them with the SLC examinees and graduates from the region. It will
projections of student populations at various educational levels for the

decade with a view to estimate resource requirements--both financial as we
educational and determine an optimal plan for each of the four developt
regions.
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Methodology

7.

Assess the prospects for private institutions of vocational and techr

education in the region without any State support of any kind or
1. Assess the potential of the Tribhuvan University's constituent campuses in
each of the Development Regions to function as the leading centre of
higher education in the region in terms of their instructional resources
(library, laboratory, equipment), physical facilities (buildings, space,
furniture, land), faculty (number of teachers in major specialisations, their
professional background, level and recency of training), academic
programmes (levels, shifts, and sections), student enrollment structure, and
the new PCL enrollment vis-a-vis SLC pass ratio of the region)
2.

Study the Secondary School enrollments, SLC examinees and SLC pass
student ratios of the past decade and make projections for the coming
decade of the likely numbers of SLC passes from the development region.

3.

Study the enrollments of Tribhuvan University's constituent and affiliated
campuses, their structure and ratios, geographic origins and make
projections for the coming decade of the likely numbers at various levels of
tertiary education in the region.

4.

5.

6.

Estimate the teacher requirements on the basis of an acceptable studentteacher ratio: existing as well for the coming decade.
Estimate the initial capital investments needed for the educational space
and facilities requirements in terms of the existing classroom, laboratory ,
and library space per student available in the development region.
Estimate the financial resource needs for the coming decade on the basis of
current prices per unit cost of a student in university campuses in the
region.

1

initial State grants.
8.

Assess the needs of academic programme diversity and curricular tra

keeping closely in view the economic prospects of the region in
coming decades and the structure of the labour market and future need
workforce in the region.
9.

Assess the potential of the Tribhuvan University constituent and affili:

campuses in the region in terms of their potentiality to contain and ab:
the PCL students in the near f11turefrom the lead campus, particul
their instructional resources and physical facilities.
10. Assess the potential of the high schools in the region vis-a-vis the]
campus and/or the constituent and affiliated campuses to contain

absorb the PCL students in the near future, particularly their instructi<
resources and physical facilities.

11. Assess the hostel/facilities and/or accommodation of the non-local studt

in the proposed lead campus and the future needs for accommodatiol
students from remote districts and girl students.

12. Assess the extent and degree of community support, existing as wel

potential
for reforms in tertiary education, particularly resO
mobilisation for quality improvement.

Extensive field work and interaction with the campus faculty, education:

social workers, politicians and leading members of the community in nearl)
the regional campuses of the kingdom will be required in this study

Reseal"ChTeam and Budget for the study on
Regionalization of HiglfC.TEducation in NepaL
Executed by Centre for Economic Development and Administration
BI~Jget: NRs 7,29,000.00
Duration: 6 months; effective from December 14, 1993 to June 14, 1994
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Final Report to be submitted on June 14, 1994
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Assessment of Tertiary Educatioin is a project sponsored by UNr:
under a grant signed with HMG in August 1992 and executed by the WO

Bank in collaboration with HMG and Tribhuvan University. It is designed
a self-study focussed on five major areas: structure, management, financil
quality and the physical facilities of tertiary education. Its main objecti
are:

1. to make tertiary education cost-effective and relevant to tl
national goals of development of human resources and macr
economic growth.

2. To prepare a policy framework for the next decade for tertia

..

education sector in Nepal, including affordable and alternati
financial and policy scenarios for implementation by HMG a
the universities
The self-study is designed to address specific policy-related iss
and deliberate on and disseminate their findings among the policy-make]
planners, the university faculty and management.
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All the studies are conducted almost entirely by national expe
from the Tribhuvan University faculty.
The list of major studies sponsored by the project is given in
inside front cover.

